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            WordPress Support Services 

Here when you need us 24/7

            There's a reason why more than 1,000 WordPress website owners worldwide trust WP Tech Support to fix, support and update their websites ongoing - A first-class service at amazing value.

            Discover our range of WordPress services
        


    





    

        
            Experts in all areas of WordPress
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            A few words from our relaxed customers

              
                                        

                            
                                Great support when you need it - switched everything to WP including hosting, good to know you have people on the case when you need it, and quietly doing maintenance in the background 24/7. Recommended.

                            

                            
                                Graham Barber
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                                So far these guys have helped me with all kinds of website issues. They are very responsive and patient with me as I learn. They take care of so much!

                            

                            
                                Lisa Jorgensen
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                                The folks at WPTech are responsive, knowledgeable and easy to work with. They've been an amazing support in keeping our business running smoothly and efficiently!

                            

                            
                                Andrea Michelle Kennedy
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                                They were able to help me when so many couldn't.  They sorted out my website in good time, and stayed in contact with me and updated me.  They were very professional, interested in solving my website technical issues, and were very good value.  I would definitely recommend their services to others.

                            

                            
                                Joseph Smiles
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                                I’m forever grateful to the knowledgeable team from WP-techsupport.com. I rarely write a review and I was not asked to write this one. But I feel that good work should be acknowledged and promoted.

                            

                            
                                Tanya Mitnik
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                                We have been using WP tech for the last 2 years. Life before using them is a nightmare, as there were malware attacks, website going down. We always had to rely on our service provider to handle our site. BUT ever since we went onboard to wp-tech, it was the best decision made for our business. If you are wondering are they worth your monthly subscription with them, please just get them! You will thank me later! Oh ya, they are available 24/7 there for you too. Thank you once again wp-tech.

                            

                            
                                Nicholas Sua
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                                WP Tech Support offer a superb service at a very good price. They respond exceptionally quickly and no issue is too small or too large for them to fix. I've been dealing with the team for over 2 years and they have fixed many issues and even created a great website for me at an extremely good price. If you want exceptional support for your website I can highly recommend this company.

                            

                            
                                Brad Mitchell
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                                I had a great experience with WP Tech Support.... they fixed a gnarly problem with a custom search function on my website in record time and with a minimum of fuss... I will use them again whenever I need WP help, they are GREAT! Thank you!!!!

                            

                            
                                Eve Beglarian
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            Read more of our customer reviews, Google Reviews

        


    





    

        

            
                WordPress Support Plans

                Never experience a single
WordPress tech issue again

                
                    Need emergency WordPress help to get your website back up and running as it should be. Our WordPress support services provide cover 24/7 and our WordPress support plans include unlimited bug fixes. A WordPress maintenance plan from WP Tech Support provides peace of mind, think of us as an extension of your team.

Our team of WordPress developers are available 24/7 and will quickly diagnose any problems and figure out the best way to get your WordPress website back up and running. After that you can sit back and relax as our ongoing WordPress support plans take care of all your core and plugin updates, including any compatibility issues that arise.

                

                Discover our range of WordPress services
            


            
                xLf5MWJb3uc
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                Online customer portal for added support and detailed reporting.

                
                    Customer support is at the heart of what we do. We make support and reporting easily accessible to our customers 24/7 365 days a year, as we never want your website to have a day off!

Our online customer portal provides full transparency of your WordPress Support Plan. Detailed reporting on a weekly basis gives you full visibility of all the work and support provided on your WordPress website.

And, you’re only one click away from our experts if you need them. You can submit support tickets and request website improvements through your online portal. We pride ourselves on our fast response times, great customer service and transparent, easy to understand reporting.

                

            


        


    





    

        

            What's included with our WordPress Support Plans?
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                    WordPress
Unlimited Bug Fixes

                    We will fix any issues or bugs when you sign up and take care of them ongoing.
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                    WordPress
Updates

                    We provide weekly WordPress Core, Theme & Plugin updates to keep your site in tip top shape.
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                    WordPress
Backups*

                    We backup your website to our secure cloud server every day for complete peace of mind.*
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                    WordPress Security &
24/7 Monitoring

                    We will install a firewall to improve your websites security and monitor for malware 24/7.
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                    WordPress
Improvements*

                    Included with Pro (60 mins per month), Business (90 mins per month) and Advanced (180 mins per month) for those small ongoing improvements you need.
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                    WordPress Performance
Tune up*

                    Slow page loading times are common for WordPress websites. We will tune up your site to speed up page loading times.

                

                

            *Daily offsite backups weekly with Standard and Pro, every 12 hours with Business and every hour with Advanced.

Website improvements are included with Pro (60 mins per month), Business (90 mins per month) and Advanced (180 mins per month).

Performance Tune Up and SEO Optimization only available with Business and Advanced.




        


    





    

        
            Get started today with one of our WordPress Support Plans

            Let us take care of unlimited bug fixes*
and provide ongoing 24/7 maintenance, updates and support

            Discover our range of WordPress Plans
            *Unlimited bug fixes only available with Pro, Business and Advanced Plans.
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                            WP Tech Support® provides global WordPress support 24/7
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